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1 Goals and Basic Principles 
LIFT intends to provide a means for monitoring the global state of a distributed system 
efficiently while reducing the communication effort. The basic principle is characterized 
by having a global coordinator for computing the global state based on sensor values 
provided by a set of physically distributed sensor nodes, each of which representing a 
local state, which may vary over time. Without loss of generality, we hereafter refer to a 
scenario of distributed sensor nodes, computing the global state based on sensor values.  
 
Instead of communicating the local state to the coordinator frequently, for instance on 
every change of the local state, the sensor nodes use local inference to determine 
whether they have to inform the coordinator about a local state change or not. Local 
inference is based on a summary of the global state denoted as “reference points” [11], 
which have been computed by the coordinator previously and have been communicated 
to the sensor nodes.  This reference points are used in the sensor nodes to determine 
locally whether the actual state still is in the so called “safe-zone”, meaning that the 
coordinator is not to be informed about a change, or not. Whenever the coordinator 
computes a new global state, it potentially must re-compute and re-distribute the 
reference points. Another basic technology elaborated in LIFT is the use of so-called 
“sketches” (see, for example, reference [10]): in general, a sketch is a reduction of a high-
dimensional data-set to significantly fewer dimensions, while providing the facility for 
re-construction of the original data within pre-defined error-bounds. Sketching can be 
used stand-alone or in combination with the safe-zone approach on the sensor nodes for 
reducing the amount of data which has to be communicated. On the coordinator site, the 
global stated is reconstructed based on the sketches received from the sensor nodes. 
 
Besides communication reduction, another inherent goal of the LIFT approach is to 
preserve the privacy of the participating sensor nodes. The integration of privacy-
preserving technologies is an integral part of the LIFT architecture, which is reflected by 
providing interfaces for integrating various privacy-preserving algorithms. 
 
The goals of the LIFT reference architecture is to bring the LIFT technology into practice, 
by demonstrating how different techniques, algorithms and optimizations can be easily 
incorporated within a single framework and by facilitating an interested systems’ 
designer in determining the steps that he needs to follow in order to use LIFT 
techniques in his applications. In order to achieve the aforementioned goals, the LIFT 
architecture defines the structure and behavior of a distributed LIFT system in terms of 
simple components, interfaces, and protocols, and then demonstrates how different and 
diverse (in characteristics and requirements) LIFT application scenarios can be 
implemented within the architecture. 
 
The remainder of deliverable is structured as follows: chapter 2 discusses the basic 
assumptions, which are made for bringing LIFT technology into practice, and derives 
principle requirements on the LIFT architecture. Chapter 3 presents an application 
driven requirement analysis by describing the LIFT application scenarios with respect to 
the architecture. Each of scenario descriptions already provides a pseudo-code version 
of its basic algorithms. The proof of concept of the LIFT reference architecture, which is 
defined in chapter 4, will be that, in the end, the architecture can be used for integrating 
and bringing together results from different LIFT work-packages (theory, applications, 
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and privacy) in practice. An example of a pseudo-code description making use of the 
LIFT architecture interfaces is then given in chapter 5. 
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2 Architecture Issues and System Assumptions 
The notion of “global state” in a distributed system has been discussed thoroughly since 
the introduction of distributed systems as such, see [1] as reference to a fundamental 
paper and [2] as a collection of relevant papers from this time. Basically, the problem is 
to define what “global state” means inside the distributed system, given that each node 
only refers to its local state and that there is no global clock in the system. In the real 
world, global state refers to the collection of local states at a given point of “real” time, 
whereby we safely assume the state changes that can be observed over the time. In 
distributed systems, the global state is often to be considered a snapshot of the local 
states of the individual nodes, whereby the snapshot has to be taken in such a way that it 
adheres to some defined consistency criterion. From the intention and application of the 
LIFT approach, it is clear that LIFT aims at determining global states of the real-word, 
hence making it unavoidable that all nodes refer a global time which is synchronized 
with the external, real-time. 
 
The notion of global state used in LIFT also relates to what distributed system engineers 
refer to as “consensus”.  Consensus in distributed systems [3] basically refers to a 
situation in which all nodes of the system agree on a certain value which again is shared 
by all nodes and that each node knows that every other node has agreed to this value. 
The general problem is normally formulated in terms of agreeing on the value of a two-
valued variable, which can be either 0 or 1. Each node has a local input to the variable 
(either 0 or 1) and there is a (non-trivial) rule determining how to compute the global 
value, for instance, the global value is 1 if and only if all inputs have value 1. In LIFT, the 
computation of the reference points can be considered as the result of a consensus. Each 
node contributes its own local state to the computation of the reference points and, once 
computed and distributed by the coordinator, each node knows that the received 
reference points are the result of all inputs of all participating nodes.  The consensus 
problem has been formulated formally in a very weak and general form in the famous 
“impossibility” proof in [4], which shows that consensus in asynchronous systems is 
only possible under the assumption that no processes fail. An asynchronous system is 
characterized by two conditions: a) there is no global reference clock and b) messages 
are safely delivered, but can be delayed arbitrarily. The proof basically exploits the fact 
that the coordinator cannot distinguish whether a missing input message is just delayed 
or has not been sent because of a node failure. Other works show that consensus is 
possible in synchronous systems (such with fixed message delays) even when nodes fail, 
but not when messages can be lost (so-called Coordinated Attack Problem or Two 
Generals Paradox [5]). System assumptions in LIFT make sure that LIFT technology can 
be used in practice.  
 
Depending on the application scenario, the LIFT architecture must be prepared to 
handle faults regarding the underlying infrastructure. Consider an application scenario 
in which the coordinator should monitor a safety-critical system state such as large-
scale power distribution system: if the coordinator does not get any message from a 
sensor for a whole day, there are several possible reasons: a) the sensor is working 
properly and has not left its safe-zone or b) the sensor has stopped working and the 
values of the “real-world” (not of the sensor) may have left the safe-zone, c) the sensor is 
working, has discovered that it has left the safe-zone and has sent a message which was 
lost. On a more abstract level, a quiescent operation the distributed system is feasibly 
only under the assumption that no faults occur. Deducing a “safe” state from the absence 
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of a message is only possible under strict fault-assumptions, for instance excluding 
network partitioning. [6]. 
 
We therefor make the following system assumptions: 
 

 We assume the presence of globally synchronized clocks. If necessary, a clock 
synchronization protocol can be implemented in the LIFT architecture. 

 We assume reliable message transmission is achieved by underlying, external 
mechanisms. Also, network partitioning is not considered.  

 We assume that coordinator nodes are stable. 
 Depending on the application scenario, the LIFT architecture must be prepared to 

cope with node failures of sensor nodes. In addition, sensor nodes can be mobile 
and enter and leave the system dynamically. We, of course, need to note that such 
insertions or deletions of nodes from the system may require, depending on the 
application at hand, a system synchronization step.  

 
The approach taken in LIFT to deal with faults is to map the problem sensor node 
failures to the problem of dealing with missing data at the application level. Roughly 
speaking, we transform a “missing message” to a “missing value” at the application level, 
which can be handled by application specific statistical techniques. So, whenever the 
application algorithm in the coordinator aims at determining the global state of the 
system, it must address the following issues: 
 

1. How can the algorithm detect that a value from a sensor is missing? 
2. What is the basis data that the algorithm can use to replace the missing value?  

 
The LIFT architecture will have to define interfaces and a configurable set of protocols 
allowing the application algorithm to handle issues 1) and 2). The basic idea is to 
provide facilities for both, “push” and “poll” driven protocols between the coordinator 
and the sensors, thus giving the application algorithm running to the coordinator the 
possibility to determine the maximum time interval in which no communication attempt 
with a sensor is made.  
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3 Application Requirements on the Architecture 

3.1 Visit Pattern Quantifications 

 
Topology, 
Organizational 
Structure 

star with n sensors, 1 coordinator,  

Dynamics of Topology Topology is once determined at startup and stays fixed for 
the entire runtime 

Employed LIFT  
Technologies 

Sketches, possibly SafeZones 

Data Input GPS trajectories with at most 1 point per second update rate 
Fault Model None. Smartphones may be shutdown regularily. 
Deployment Sensors are GPS-equipped smartphones. The coordinator 

runs on a central Unix node. 
Real-Time 
Requirements 

Local processing of sensor readings on the sensor should be 
finished within the sensor readings period. Changes of 
global states should be detected in an online setting, 
reflecting the real-world with a time gap of less than 15 
minutes. 

Communication 
Infrastructure 

Reliable TCP/IP 

Privacy Requirements Trajectories of customer movements shouldn’t be stored or 
communicated. 

Scalability 
Requirements 

Thousands of mobile nodes 

Distribution Structure Sketches representing k-visits of locations and occurences 
of movement patterns are computed locally and 
communicated to the coordinator. 

Pseudocode of 
Algorithm 

- on each sensor node, aggregate local pattern counts 
into a local sketch 

- on coordinator: aggregate local sketches and 
reconstruct global state 
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3.2 Monitoring of Movement Behavior using stationary Scanners 

 
Topology, 
Organizational 
Structure 

star with n sensors, 1 coordinator, possibly hierarchic 
organiziation for computing local flows and balancing of 
threshold violations. 

Dynamics of Topology Topology is once determined at startup and stays fixed for 
the entire runtime 

Employed LIFT  
Technologies 

Sketches, possibly SafeZones 

Data Input sensor gets about up to 100 bluetooth addresses every five 
minutes 

Fault Model Bluetooth Sensor nodes might stop working. 
Deployment A Bluetooth scanner is an embedded Unix node with 5 

Bluetooth sensors attached to it. The Unix node is the sensor 
node in the LIFT system. The coordinator runs on a central 
Unix node. 

Real-Time 
Requirements 

Local processing of sensor readings on the sensor should be 
finished within the sensor readings period. Changes of 
global states should be detected in an online setting, 
reflecting the real-world with a time gap of less than 15 
minutes. 

Communication 
Infrastructure 

Reliable TCP/IP 

Privacy Requirements Bluetooth shouldn’t be stored nor communicated, neither 
equivalent information that would allow to infer the 
absence or presence of a specific bluetooth adress. 

Scalability 
Requirements 

About up to 1000 sensors 

Distribution Structure Sketches representing counts are computed locally, sketches 
representing flows are computed in a hierarchy -  

Pseudocode of 
Algorithm 

- - on each sensor node, aggregate local pattern counts 
into a local sketch 

- - on coordinator: aggregate local sketches and 
reconstruct global state, statistically accounting for 
“missing sketches” from failed sensor nodes. 
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3.3 Distributed Profiles 

 
Topology, 
Organizational 
Structure 

Star with n devices and 1 controller 

Dynamics of Topology Static 
Employed LIFT  
Technologies 

Safe Zone  

Data Input (sizes, 
intervals at the 
sensors) 

GPS observations coming from the devices. The sampling 
rate of the dataset is 1 minute (average). 

Fault Model (nodes) No 
Deployment The nodes are the on-board devices with a sufficient 

computational power to execute algorithms and scripts. The 
Controller is a server able to manage and elaborate the 
incoming messages from all the devices. 

Real-Time 
Requirements 

No 

Underlying 
Communication 
Infrastructure 

GPRS sockets 

Privacy Requirements Privacy Issues and User’s Mobility Profiles 
The communication of a user’s mobility profile can violate 
the user privacy because it reveals common and typical trips 
of the user. An adversary, who gains access to the set of 
profiles, could conduct the Profile-based Attack. In other 
words, the adversary, by knowing a sub-sequence of 
approximate positions S of the user X, constructs a set of 
candidate profiles compatible with the sub-sequence S and 
tries to identify the whole mobility profile relative to X. 
 
Privacy Issues and Updates Communications 
 
The communication of an update could violate the user 
privacy because it reveals with some little approximation 
his position. The attacker who knows that the user visited 
one or more areas can conduct an attack that allows to infer 
other places visited by the user, called Distance-based 
Attack. In other words, the adversary, who gains access to 
the set of updates (new locations visited by the user), by 
knowing a set of approximate positions S of the user X, 
constructs a set of candidate updates, each one compatible 
with the approximate positions S, and tries to identify the 
whole set of areas visited by the user X. 

Scalability 
Requirements 

100 K devices 

Distribution Structure 100 k devices / 1 controller 
Pseudocode of 1. Each vehicle computes its model and sends it to the 
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Algorithm Controller  
2. The Controller sends to each vehicle an error ε' 

a. Basic solution: ε' = ε / nV in the worst-case 
scenario  

3. Loop: 
 Each vehicle evaluates, for each RP, its kernel 

contribution K based on its actual position, and 
contribution K' based on predicted position. If |K-
K'|>ε' sends a correction: 

a. In case of profiles: a temporal shift dt, if the 
vehicle is slightly late/early 

b. In case of frequent location or large dt: the 
actual position (x,y) or its Ks 

 The Controller evaluates the kernel contributions 
based on the model (aligned through dt, if based on 
profiles) or last position of each vehicle 
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3.4 Financial Monitoring 

 
Topology, 
Organizational 
Structure 

Hierarchical structure so far, however, the model used for 
monitoring is not fixed yet and the topology highly depends 
on the model. However, this structure should be imposed on 
a cloud (fully interconnected set of machines). While each 
local node acts as a coordinator for its child nodes in the 
hierarchy, there is one root node that is considered a global 
coordinator.   

Dynamics of Topology Topology is once determined at startup and stays fixed for 
the entire runtime 

Employed LIFT  
Technologies 

Geometric Approach / Safe Zones 

Data Input Stream of asset prices (periodically, but not necessarily 
synchronized, e.g., at some days of the year assets are traded 
only on some exchanges), news (i.e., text that arrives 
aperiodically). Ideally, the system should be able to deal 
with second-wise data input, minute-wise would also 
suffice. 

Fault Model Node failures are not considered (as the system should be 
employed on a cloud, the cloud host copes with node 
failures). 

Deployment The set of monitored assets (i.e., the market) is distributed 
on the available machines. The machines should be standard 
PCs capable of running arbitrary software.  

Real-Time 
Requirements 

The system is required to process the data in real-time (thus 
minute-wise or even second-wise). However, the results 
could be outputted delayed by using some sort of pipelining. 
This delay however has to be minimized, as the results are 
time-critical. 

Communication 
Infrastructure 

Any reliable communication infrastructure (Sockets using 
TCP, RPC, etc.) 

Privacy Requirements No privacy requirements 
Scalability 
Requirements 

Scalable to at least 1000 machines 

Distribution Structure Hierarchical: the algorithm used on each node is similar, 
only the assigned assets and the place in the hierarchy 
differ. Only the global coordinator also outputs the results of 
the monitoring system.  

Pseudocode of 
Algorithm 

- on sensor nodes: monitor variance based safe zone 
violation of locally incoming asset price streams 

- on (intermediate) coordinator node: on detection of 
safe zone violation, recompute safe-zones for 
descendants in the hierarchy. 
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3.5 Sensor Networks – Outlier Detection 

 
Topology, 
Organizational 
Structure 

Distributed – each sensor communicates with sensors 
within its broadcast distance. However, a hierarchical 
topology does exist as well, or at least a knowledge of how 
to reach the coordinating node (nodes may need to send 
multi-hop messages to the coordinator) 

Dynamics of Topology Static. Each node broadcasts a hello message and 
determines its neighbors based on messages received by 
nearby nodes. The whole process begins with a query that is 
flooded in the network – this helps the nodes know a path to 
the coordinator node (through the node from which they 
first received the query). 

Employed LIFT  
Technologies 

Geometric approach and safe zones. 

Data Input (sizes, 
intervals at the 
sensors) 

Small data sizes – typically 3-8 last received measurements, 
3-9 neighbors. Data collection every 30-60 sec. 

Fault Model (nodes) No – however, even without requiring ACKs for transmitted 
messages, in most cases missed messages can be detected as 
nodes that transmit data often wait for a reply (a new 
estimate vector) 

Deployment The scenario is based on a simulation. In real life, the 
coordinator is usually plugged at a USB port of a PC/laptop. 
Regular sensor nodes are in arbitrary locations.There exists 
one sensor per hardware node, but the sensor could have 
multiple sensor elements (i.e., measure humidity, pressure, 
light etc). 

Real-Time 
Requirements 

In real life, yes, since sensor need to synchronize (i.e., finish 
processing within a fixed amount of time). In the simulation 
this is forced through 2 approaches: 1) for the geometric 
approach, whenever complex similarity functions are 
monitored, only a grid of points is examined, 2) The 
existence of convex safe zones is exploited, thus reducing 
the time needed to O(1) time.  

Underlying 
Communication 
Infrastructure 

Any type of radio used by sensor nodes. Zigbee is one 
possibility. 

Privacy Requirements No privacy requirements during the outlier detection – 
sensor nodes need to compute their similarity to 
neighboring nodes.  If a node is compromised, an attacker 
automatically nodes the data of the particular node and the 
corresponding data received by neighboring nodes. A global 
violation is the change in the similarity about a pair of 
sensor nodes. In that case, the coordinator needs to be 
notified. This notification message should be encrypted in 
data-sensitive applications, but not in our scenario where 
simple light/temperature readings are obtained.  

Scalability 
Requirements 

Scalable to at least 1000 sensors – the actual scalability 
actually depends only on the number of neighbors that a 
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node has and the limit on how often to perform outlier 
detection. This is because a node needs to perform as many 
monitoring problems, as the size of its neighborhood. Each 
monitoring problem is between a pair of sensor nodes. All 
monitoring problems need to be performed within a 
window set by the application. This window is the period 
between two consecutive outlier detection events (typically, 
this is performed each time that a new reading is acquired). 

Distribution Structure 100 sensors, 1 coordinator 
Pseudocode of 
Algorithm 

1. Transmit hello message 
2. Determine neighbors N 
3. At first epoch, transmit local statistics vector (LSV) to 

neighbors in N 
4. Receive all LSVs from neighbors, compute estimate 

vectors, notify coordinator about similarity with 
neighboring nodes. 

5. At each epoch, update LSV 
6. For each node n in N 

a. If I have a higher id than n, wait for possible 
local violation message from n. Otherwise, go 
to d.   

b. If a local violation message was received, 
check if a global violation occurs. If yes, notify 
the coordinator and node n. If not, transmit 
LSV to n depending on the used protocol 

c. If a local violation message was not received, 
check if a local violation occurs. If no, there is 
no global violation with n. If yes, send a local 
violation message to n, containing your LSV. 
Wait to see if a global violation occurred. 
Continue with next node in N.  

d. Check if a local violation occurs. If no, wait to 
see if the pairing node has a local violation. If 
no, there is no global violation with n. If yes, 
go to b.  
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3.6 Sensor Networks – Threshold Monitoring in Hierarchical 
Environments 

 
Topology, 
Organizational 
Structure 

Hierarchical. The hierarchy is based on the query that is 
transmitted – a node selects a parent node based on the 
node from which it first heard the query.  

Dynamics of Topology Static. The whole process begins with a query that is flooded 
in the network – this helps the nodes know a path to the 
coordinator node (through the node from which they first 
received the query). 

Employed LIFT  
Technologies 

Geometric approach and safe zones. 

Data Input (sizes, 
intervals at the 
sensors) 

Small data sizes – sensor readings, need statistics of 
children nodes, typically 3-8 children nodes. Data collection 
every 30-60 sec. 

Fault Model (nodes) No. Requires a reliable communication mechanism (i.e., 
ACKs) 

Deployment The scenario is based on a simulation. In real life, the 
coordinator is usually plugged at a USB port of a PC/laptop. 
Regular sensor nodes are in arbitrary locations.There exists 
one sensor per hardware node, but the sensor could have 
multiple sensor elements (i.e., measure humidity, pressure, 
light etc). 

Real-Time 
Requirements 

In real life, yes, since sensor need to synchronize (i.e., finish 
processing within a fixed amount of time). In the simulation 
this is forced through 2 approaches: 1) for the geometric 
approach, whenever complex similarity functions are 
monitored, only a grid of points is examined, 2) The 
existence of convex safe zones is exploited, thus reducing 
the time needed to O(1) time.  

Underlying 
Communication 
Infrastructure 

Any type of radio used by sensor nodes. Zigbee is one 
possibility. 

Privacy Requirements No privacy requirements during the outlier detection – 
sensor nodes need to compute aggregate statistics within 
their subtree. If a node is compromised, an attacker 
automatically nodes the aggregated statistics data of the 
particular node and the corresponding data received by 
children nodes and the last estimate vector.  

Scalability 
Requirements 

Scalable to at least 1000 sensors – the actual scalability 
actually does not depend on the number of nodes – just on 
the height of the collection tree (hierarchy) and the limit on 
how often to perform query evaluation. Each node monitors 
a single threshold function, so the total time required at a 
leaf-to-coordinator path needs to be bounded.  

Distribution Structure >100 sensors, 1 coordinator 
Pseudocode of 1. Create tree 
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Algorithm 2. Bottom up, determine if local violation. If yes, 
transmit to parent. Possibly, try to balance violations 

3. If I receive messages from children nodes, update 
their aggregate statistics. Compute if local violation 
exists in my level. 

4. If a local violation exists at the coordinator, compute 
a new estimate point and broadcast it to the network. 
This may first require asking all nodes to transmit 
their local statistic vectors to the coordinator 
(actually, each node needs to transmit the aggregated 
vector of its subtree). 
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3.7 Cloud Monitoring 

 
Topology, 
Organizational 
Structure 

Underlying topology depends on datacenter infrastructure. 
Communication assumed to be star: each node freely 
communicates with coordinator.  

Dynamics of Topology Provided by datacenter infrastructure 
Employed LIFT  
Technologies 

Sketches, safe zones 

Data Input (sizes, 
intervals at the 
sensors) 

Aggregated numerical counters 
Hundreds of counters per node, reporting every 5 minutes 

Fault Model (nodes) No 
Deployment Provided by datacenter infrastructure 
Real-Time 
Requirements 

No 

Underlying 
Communication 
Infrastructure 

Provided by datacenter infrastructure 

Privacy Requirements None 
Scalability 
Requirements 

100 – 100,000 nodes 

Distribution Structure One coordinator 
Pseudocode of 
Algorithm 

Offline: 
select monitored counters 

Init at coordinator: 
Compute global variance for each counter, and safe 
zone of each node 

Run time at each node: 
1) Monitor local counter safe zones for large variance or 

mean deviations. 
a. On violation: send local mean/variance to 

coordinator for recomputation 
2) New data arrives, compute local sketch and send to 

coordinator. 
Run time at coordinator: 

1) On violation: recompute global variance/mean and 
safe zones, send to nodes. 

2) When new sketches arrive: compute latent fault 
detection test 
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4 LIFT reference architecture 
The LIFT reference architecture is defined in two steps: section 4.1 defines the basic 
components and communication patterns of the architecture, basically reflecting the 
general LIFT structuring principles as well as assumptions and requirements as 
described in chapter 2. Section 4.2 defines interfaces for the integration of LIFT 
technology regarding communication reduction and privacy, as required by the 
application scenarios described in chapter 3.  

4.1 Distribution and Application Structure 

4.1.1 Overview on Distribution Structure 

The communication between the coordinator and the sensor nodes is the central 
communication element of the LIFT architecture. The basic idea is that a sensor can 
either push events to the coordinator or, alternatively, the coordinator can ask the 
sensor for status values. The latter can also be used for detecting that a sensor is not 
responsive. In addition, the coordinator stores the last known value from each sensor, so 
that the application can make use of this for handling missing values. On the sensor side, 
a filter hierarchy will be established to handle local sensor input. Sensor input will be 
aggregated and transformed in the filter hierarchy, which implements the “local 
inference” by handling raw sensor input at the lowest layer while testing against the 
reference points at the highest layer. Figure 1 gives an overall overview on the 
components and interfaces of the LIFT architecture: 
 

 
Figure 1: Overview on the LIFT Architecture 

 
Figure 1 shows the basic approach for structuring a LIFT system. The LIFT architecture 
defines application independent interfaces and protocols, while the application 
semantics is contained in components implementing these interfaces. In a non-
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hierarchical setting, as shown in Figure 1, the main building blocks of a LIFT system 
consist of a set of sensors and a single coordinator. A sensor processes a data stream 
providing information about the external world with hierarchy of application specific 
filters. Furthermore, the sensor communicates with the coordinator. The application is 
structured in a filter hierarchy, providing an increasing degree of aggregation and 
abstraction at each level (similar to standard approaches in intelligent embedded 
system, see [14] for a well-known example). A filter provides application specific data 
processing facilities and implements the filter interface for communicating with other 
filters in the filter hierarchy.  The coordinator implements two interfaces: one for 
communicating with the sensors (Coordinator-Sensor Interface) and one for 
communicating with the application (Coordinator API). For achieving scalability and 
conformance to the requirements specific application infrastructures (see e.g. the 
requirements on the application scenario “Sensor Networks – Threshold Monitoring in 
Hierarchical Environments”), the LIFT architecture supports a hierarchical 
organization structure as shown in Figure 2: 
 

 
Figure 2: LIFT intermediate node with dual role 

 
Figure 2 shows that a LIFT node can be conceived as intermediate node in a hierarchy 
by fulfilling two different roles: an intermediate node acts both in the role of a sensor 
and of a coordinator, resulting in a distributed organizational structure as shown in 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: LIFT Architecture usage in a distributed hierarchy 

 
 
 
These interfaces will be described in more detail in the following. 
 

4.1.2 Basic data structures 

A UID is a string which is considered to be a unique identifier. 
 
The basic unit of information is represented as Event, which is a key-value map between 
Strings. Reserved keys are: 

 the key “timestamp” is reserved to denote the time of the event it standard UTC 
format,  

 the key “sensorStatus” is reserved for indicating the status of a sensor,  
 the key “sensorId” is reserved to carry the uid of a sensor, 

all other keys are defined by the application.  

4.1.3 Filter and Sensor interface 

 
A StreamListener implements the following method: 
 
Interface StreamListener  
void update(Event e) The stream listener processes a new event. 
 
A StreamProvider implements the following methods: 
 
Interface StreamProvider  
void register(StreamListener listener) Registers a new stream listener. 
void unregister(StreamListener listener) Unregisters a stream listener 
void notifyListeners(Event e) Updates all registered listeners with event 

e. 
 
A SensorFilter implements the following methods: 
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Interface SensorFilter  
void configureFilter(Event e) Configures the filter. 
Event getStatus() Returns the current status of the filter. 
 
A Filter implements the interfaces StreamListener, StreamProvider, and SensorFilter as 
needed by the application. The filter is injected with a sensor and a coordinator (proxy) 
on creation time. 
 
Interface Filter Implements StreamListener, 

StreamProvider, SensorFilter 
void Filter(Sensor sensor, 
CoordinatorSensor coordinator) 

Creates the Filter on a given sensor. The 
Filter is injected with a proxy for the 
remote coordinator. The proxy implements 
a location transparent access to the 
coordinator, i.e. the Filter can call the 
remote coordinator via the 
CoordinatorSensor interface as if it would 
be local. 

 
A SensorCoordinator implements the following methods: 
 
Interface SensorCoordinator  
void configureSensor(Event e) Calls configureFilter for all registered 

filters. 
Event getSensorStatus() Calls getStatus for all registered Filters and 

merges the responses into a single event 
which is returned to the coordinator. 

 
 
A Sensor implements the following methods: 
 
Interface Sensor Implements SensorCoordinator,  
void Sensor(CoordinatorSensor 
coordinator) 

Creates the sensor for a given coordinator. 
The sensor is injected with a proxy for the 
remote coordinator. 

void register(SensorFilter filter) Registers a Filter with the sensor. 
 

4.1.4 Coordinator-Sensor interface 

 
Operations offered by the Coordinator (Interface towards the Sensors): 
 
Interface CoordinatorSensor  
void registerSensor(UID sensorId) A sensor registers at the coordinator 
void unregisterSensor(UID sensorId) A sensor unregisters at the coordinator 
void signalEvent(Event e) A sensor sends an event to the coordinator. 
Event getConfiguration() A sensor asks for a configuration. 
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Remark: The getConfiguration() interface might be used for implementing a clock 
synchronization algorithm between sensors and the coordinator. Alternatively, the 
architecture might foresee a specific getCoordinatorTime() operation for clock 
synchronization. As implementation, LIFT would adopt the so-called probabilistic clock-
synchronization algorithm [7], which is specifically useful for wireless networks. High-
precision clock-synchronization, as for example in [8], is not considered to be required 
for LIFT. 

4.1.5 Coordinator API interface 

 
The coordinator implements the StreamProvider interface for forwarding sensor events 
to the application and the CoordinatorAPI interface (see below). 
 
Interface CoordinatorAPI  
Coordinator() Start with an empty list of sensors 
Coordinator( List<UID> sensorlist) Start with a predefined list of sensors 
List<UID> getSensorList() List of known sensors – includes initial 

sensors and sensors that have registered, 
but not unregistered. 

Event getStatus(UID sensorId) Tries to get the status from the sensor. If 
the sensor does not respond, the key 
“sensorStatus” will indicate that the sensor 
is not responding. 

Event[] getStatusFromCache(UID sensorId) Returns the last Event and Status 
information that has been received by the 
Coordinator from this sensor (including 
timestamp) 

Event[] getAllStatusFromCache() Returns the last Status information that has 
been received by the Coordinator from all 
registered sensors (including timestamp) 

Event[] getAllConfigurationsFromCache() Returns last known configurations for all 
registered sensors (including timestamp) 

void configureSensor(UID sensorId,Event 
e)* 

Sends a configuration to a sensor. 

 
Optionally, the operations marked with * might also be provided by the coordinator as 
“broadcast” version, in which the application doesn’t indicate the UID of the target 
sensor. In this case, the coordinator contacts all known sensors, respectively gets results 
from the cache for all known sensors. This option is specifically useful when the 
underlying communication infrastructure supports broadcasting (e.g. sensor networks). 
 

4.2 Interfaces for LIFT Technologies 

As shown above, the Filters are the basic components for expressing the application 
semantics in the LIFT architecture. In order to make the usage of LIFT technology 
explicit also at the architectural level, a Filter can implement additional interfaces: 
 

- Storage Interface: Store/retrieve aggregates of the event history in a filter 
Provide methods for dealing with ageing of data. 
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- Privacy Interface: provides access to different privacy techniques using the 
privacy technique library which provides re-usable components 

- Application Support Interface: Configuring parameters for LIFT technology 
used (Sketches, SafeZones, ..), check violations, react on violations. 

 

4.2.1 Storage Interface 

The goal of the storage interface it to provide operations for the handling of local main-
memory objects with respect to controlling their lifetime. Each object, referred to as a 
DataObject hereafter, is represented and stored as a key-value map between Strings. 
Reserved keys are: 

 the key “objectData” is reserved to denote the data of the DataObject 
 the key “metaData” is reserved to denote the metadata of the DataObject, such as 

the format of the data (vector values, sketch) or to the method that the data has 
been anonymized. 

 
Interface StorageInterface  
DataId store (DataObject, ExpirationDate) Store the data object in the memory and 

return the id assigned to the data object. 
DataId store (DataObject) Store the data object without an expiration 

date (persistent objects) 
update (DataId, DataObject) Update the data object of the specified 

DataId to now contain the specified 
DataObject 

DataObject retrieve (DataId) Returns the data object referred to the 
specific id passed if it is not expired. 

DataId[] retreive () Return all the data ids of the data which is 
not expired. 

remove (DataId) Remove the data object referring to the 
specified ID from memory 

remove (DataObject) Remove the specific data object from the 
memory 

clear () Clear the entire memory removing all the 
objects. 

setExpiration(DataId, ExpirationDate) Set a new expiration date for the data 
object referred to the specific id. 

 
The storage interface extends the Filter interface. 

4.2.2 Privacy Algorithm interface 

 
Interface PrivacyAlgorithm  
Static PrivacyAlgorithm getInstance(DataType, 
AttackType) 
 

Return the Algorithm to be 
applied to prevent the 
specific attack on the 
specific data type.  

Void setParameters(List<Parameters>) Set the list of parameters 
needed for the execution 
according to the algorithm. 
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List<DataObject> apply(List<DataObject>) Apply the specific algorithm 
on the data objects using 
the parameters specified. 

 
Here some example of the values which can be used to specify the data and attack type 
(not all the combinations are compatible): 

 DataType: 
o Trajectories 
o Sequences 
o Transactions 
o Vector 

 AttackType: 
o Distance based 
o Location based 
o Safe Zone based 
o Transition based 
o Profile based 
o History based 

 
The compatible combination determine a specific algorithm which can handle the 
dataset transforming it into a new safe dataset.  In general we can devide the algorithm 
used by the kind of data sources they expect: 

Single source data 

The privacy library has to transform the data about a single source.  Here, the 
information communicated could be sensitive and so the goal is to avoid the 
disclosure of the real value communicated. Attacks of this kind are: 

 Distance-based attack: given a set of distances between an individual and 
other objects (reference points or other individuals) an attacker can 
reconstruct the position of the individual. Solutions based on randomization 
are applied.  

 Location-based attack: given a location the attacker can re-identify the 
individual or infer other sensitive visited places. Solutions based on special 
generalization or randomization can be applied. 

 Safe Zone-based attack: an attacker can infer sensitive information if the 
individual at the specific moment remains in its safe zone (no communication 
is needed) or exits it (a communication is required). The solution is an 
additive randomization technique.  

 Transition-based attack: given a vector of frequencies related to transitions 
between items the attacker might reconstruct the whole individual sequence 
of items. Solutions based on sketches are applied.  

Multiple source data 

The privacy library has to transform data about multiple sources. The 
transformation approach in this case can exploit the characteristics of the different 
sources to avoid individual re-identification and disclosure of sensitive information. 
Attacks of this kind are: 

 Profile-based attack: the attacker knowing some locations visited by n 
individuals tries to re-identify the profile of the specific individual. Solutions 
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based on anonymization of groups can be applied (e.g., k-anonymity and l-
diversity) 

 History-based attack: the attacker knowing some locations visited by an 
individual tries to discover the other places visited by the individual. 
Solutions based on anonymization of groups can be applied (e.g., k-anonymity 
and l-diversity) 

 
The solutions proposed above are under investigation. Further details about the needed 
parameters will be provided after the complete design of the techniques. Moreover, new 
attacks could be added according to the definition of new scenarios or new specific 
requirements.  
 
 

4.2.3 Application Support Interface 

The ApplicationSupport interface implements functionality relevant to the function 
monitoring task. The corresponding functionality depends on the used technique (i.e., 
type of geometric monitoring, safe zones), which is set to the sensor using the 
configureSensor function of the SensorCoordinator interface. Each node may have 
different roles, based on application and the used topology. Examples of assigned roles 
are “simple sensor role” (i.e., most nodes in distributed star setting, potentially leaf 
nodes in hierarchical settings), “coordinator role” (i.e., the global coordinator), or “dual 
simple/coordinator role” (i.e., non-leaf nodes in hierarchical settings, or intermediate 
nodes in completely distributed settings such as P2P). The assigned role is also specified 
in ApplicationSupport. The ApplicationSupport interface implements the following 
methods: 
 
Interface ApplicationSupport  
void ApplicationSupport(Filter f, Event e) Creates the ApplicationSupport for a given 

Filter with an initial monitoring 
configuration (this includes the privacy 
technique being used and the sensor role) 
specified by the Event e. Each 
ApplicationSupport is associated with a 
single filter. 

void updateConfiguration(Event e) Updates the configuration (i.e., used safe-
zone, estimate vector etc) of 
ApplicationSupport for the sensor specified 
in Event e. A check to see if a local/global 
violation now exists due to this updated 
configuration may then be required. 

Event getMonitoringTechnique() Returns the monitoring technique used. 
boolean checkIfLocalViolation() Returns true if a local violation exists. 
Event respondToLocalViolation() Performs the appropriate actions when a 

local violation occurs. This function may 
call updateConfiguration, call 
anonymizeData(), transmit data to other 
nodes/sensors, based on the used Filter 
etc. The data to be transmitted to other 
nodes is returned by the function. 
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boolean checkIfGlobalViolation() Returns true if a global violation exists. 
May be valid only for sensors with 
coordinator or dual sensor/coordinator 
roles. 

void respondToGlobalViolation() Performs the appropriate actions when a 
global violation occurs. This function may 
call updateConfiguration, call 
anonymizeData(), transmit data to other 
nodes/sensors, based on the used Filter 
etc. 
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5 Using the Architecture in a LIFT system 
This section investigates how the LIFT architecture is used to integrate contributions 
from different LIFT work-packages into an integrated system. 

5.1.1 General Structure 

Figure 4 describes our general approach for integration: we implement the Visit Pattern 
Quantification application scenario in the LIFT architecture, making use of the privacy 
library developed in the privacy work-package and using ECM-sketches as local and 
global model. The local mobility model is built on a sensor node (a mobile Android 
device) and represents the behavior of a specific user – see [9] for a more detailed 
description. It is computed locally in a filter hierarchy on the device itself, whereas the 
global model is build by aggregating all local models on a single node (global 
coordinator). LIFT technology is used to reduce the amount of communication needed 
for maintaining the global model correct over time. In particular, we use the ECM 
sketches [10] for maintaining and communicating local models. 
 

 
 
Figure 4: Visit Pattern Quantification Scenario in the LIFT architecture  

 
The local mobility model is computed by processing the stream of GPS updates hrough a 
hierarchy of filters (see [12,13] for the details of filter interface definitions). At the first 
level, the VisitEventFilter detects whether the device stays for a pre-defined minimum 
time in one of the pre-defined locations, which are stored in the local location database. 
If so, a visit event is generated, which will be processed at the next layer in the 
hierarchy, the PatternFilter. This Filter takes list of predefined patterns (regular 
expressions over visits) as input and matches the incoming visit events against these 
patterns. In case of a match, a pattern event is forwarded to the next filter. At the last 
filter level, the TimeConstraintFilter, the time constraints for the matched pattern are 
validated. This part of the filter hierarchy already has been implemented on mobile 
Andorid devices [9]. A matched pattern is then forwarded to the kPatternDistribution 
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Filter, in which respective pattern frequency count is increased and the distributed of k-
occurences of patterns is accumulated. The next filter in the hierarchy makes use of the 
LIFT privacy library for perturbation of the accumulated distribution. Finally, the counts 
for detected k-occurences of patterns are fed in the ECM-sketch filter, which computes 
the local ECM–sketch for the pattern encountered by this sensor. The ECM Sketch 
implements a DataObject in the sense of the definitions in The coordinator then 
aggregates local ECM sketches to the global model as described in [10]. 
 

5.1.2 Pseudo-Code of the application 

As shown in Figure 4, the application is organized in a non-hierarchical star structure 
with a number of sensors running on mobile devices and a central coordinator running 
on a server. The application is coded in 6 Filter Classes running in a filter hierarchy on 
the sensor and a Filter class running on the coordinator.  
 
 
//args contain parameters for the different filters, ECM Sketches and 
address information of the coordinator 

main(String[] args){ 

SensorCoordinator coordinator = init(args); //retrieve coordinator proxy 
from args 

Sensor sensor = new SensorImplementation(coordinator);  //register with 
coordinator 

//create Filters 

StreamProvider gpsInput = …// encapsulate Android Location Provider  

VisitEventFilter visitEventFilter = new VisitEventFilter(sensor, 
coordinator, args); 

PatternFilter patternFilter = new PatternFilter(args) 

TimeConstraintFilter timeConstraintFilter = new TimeConstraintFilter(args) 

PrivacyFilter privacyFilter = new PrivacyFilter(args); 

KDistributionFilter kDistributionFilter = new KDistributionFilter(args) 

ECMSketchFilter ecmSketch = new ECMSketchFilter(coordinator, args) 

//register Filter on Sensors 

//only ECM-Sketch Filter needs to communicate with the coordinator 

sensor.register(ecmFilterFilter); 
//construct filter hierarchy 

gpsInput.register(visitEventFilter); 
visitEventFilter.register(patternFilter); 

patternFilter.register(timeConstraintFilter); 

timeConstraintFilter.register(kDistributionFilter); 

kDistributionFitler.register(privacyFilter); 

privacyFilter.register(ecmSketch); 

gpsInput.run();  //infinite loop 

} 

Figure 5: Main Program on Sensor  

 
The main program from Figure 5 shows the initialization of the application on the 
sensor. The “args” Parameter provides information about the communication link to the 
coordinator, as well as information regarding various application filters: locations to be 
monitored, pattern to be monitored, and parameters for the ECM sketch regarding 
sketch accuracy and size. 
 
Class VisitEventFilter implements StreamListener, StreamProvider{ 

LocationDefinitions locations; 
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VisitEventFilter(args){ //constructor 

{ 

   this.locations = retrieveLocationDefinitions(args); 

} 

void update(Event ev){ 

Coordinates coordinates = retrieveCoordinates(ev); 

VisitEvent visit = checkForVisit(coordinates, this.locations);  //checks 

whether visit condition is fulfilled on any of the locations 

If(visit != null){ 

   notififyObservers(visit); 

}}} 

 

Class PatternFilter implements StreamListener, StreamProvider{ 

Patterns patterns; 

PatternFilter(args){ //constructor 

{ 

   this.patterns = generatePatterns(args); 

}}} 

void update(Event ev){ 

VisitEvent visit = (VisitEvent) ev; 

PatternEvent pattern = checkForPattern(visit, this.patterns);  //checks 
whether pattern is matched on any of the patterns 

If(pattern != null){ 

   notififyObservers(pattern); 

}}} 

Class TimeContraintFilter implements StreamListener, StreamProvider{ 

TimeConstraints timeConstraints 

VisitEventFilter(args){ //constructor 

{ 

   this.timeConstraints = generateTimeConstaints(args); 

} 

void update(Event ev){ 

PatternEvent pattern = (PatternEvent) ev; 

TimePatternEvent tPattern = checkForTimeConstraint(pattern, 

this.timeConstraints);  //checks whether the is matches its time 
contstraint 

If(tPattern != null){ 

   notififyObservers(tPattern); 

}}} 

 

Class KDistributionFilter implements StreamListener, StreamProvider{ 

KDistribution kDistribution; 

PrivacyFilter(args){ //constructor 

{ 

   this.kDistribution = new KDistribution(args); //set accumulation 
intervall 

} 

void update(Event ev){ 

TimePatterEvent tPattern = (TimePatternEvent) ev; 

this.kDistribution.add(tPattern); 

if(this.kDistribution.endOfAccumulationIntervall()){ 

notifyObservers(this.kDistribution); 

this.kDistributin.reset(); 

} 

}} 
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Class PrivacyFilter implements StreamListener, StreamProvider{ 

PrivacyAlgorithm privacyAlgorithm; 

PrivacyFilter(args){ //constructor 

{ 

   this.privacyAlgorithm = new 
PrivacyAlgorithm.getIstance(PrivacyAlgorithm.Vector, PrivacyAlgorithm. 
LocationBased); 

   this.privacyAlgorithm.setParameters(args) 

} 

void update(Event ev){ 

KDistribution kDistribution = (KDistribution) ev; 

notifyObservers(privacyAlgorithm.apply(kDistribution)); 

}} 

 

Figure 6: Lower Filter Hierarchy on Sensor 
 

The filter hierarchy shown in Figure 6 processes the GPS input on the Android mobile 
device and generates local event if the user behaves according to one of the movement 
patterns defined in the input. The last filter is the privacyFilter which applies the proper 
algorithm to the computed kDistribution before sending it to the next component in the 
hierarchy. 
 

 

Class ECMSketch implements ApplicationSupport, StorageInterface(){  //local 
sketch on sensor device 

SketchStorage storage;  

 

void ECMSketch(filter, args){ 

SketchStorage storage = new SketchStorage(args);//configure sketch 

} 

void updateConfiguration(Event bucket){ 

 

storage.update(LSKETCH, bucket); //execute local ECM-sketch algorithm for 
adding a count 

} 

Event retrieveData(StorageKey key){ 

if(key == LSKETCH)  

   return this.storage; 

else 

   throw new RuntimeException(“unknown storage key”); 

} 

} 

 

Class ECMSketchFilter implements StreamListener, SensorFilter { 

SensorCoordinator coordinator; 

ECMSketch localSketch;  //the ECMSketch implements a LIFT DataObject 

TimeIntervall timeIntervall; // reporting interval to the Coordinator 

Thread updateThread; 

Args args; 

 

ECMSketchFilter (SensorCoordinator coordinator, args) { //constructor 

{ 

this.args = args; 

this.coordinator = coordinator; 

this.localSketch = new ECMSketch(this, this.args); 
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this.timeIntervall = DEFAULT_TIMEINTERVALL; 

this.updateThread = new Thread(this.timeIntervall, this.periodicUpdate);  
//start periodic thread 

} 

void update(Event ev){ 

 KDistribution kDistribution = (KDistribution) ev; 

for each pattern p, class k and occurences n in kDistribution( 

for I = 1 to n { 

this.localSketch.updateConfiguration(encode(p,k));  //e.g. MAX*p+k 

}}}} 

 

 

void periodicUpdate(){   //send sketch to coordinator and reset sketch 

Event localSketchValue = this.localSketch.retrieveData(LSKETCH); 

this.coordinator.signalEvent(localSketchValue); 

this.localSketch = new ECMSketch(this, this.args); 

} 

void configureFilter(Event timeIntervall){  //receive new timeIntervall 

from Coordinator 

this.updateThread.kill(); 

this.timeIntervall = timeIntervall; 

this.updateThread = new Thread(this.timeIntervall, this.periodicUpdate); 

} 

Figure 7: ECM Sketch as Filter on Sensor 
 

Figure 7 depicts how the ECM Sketch algorithm from [10] can be embedded using the 
LIFT architectural interfaces for application support in the visit pattern quantification 
scenario. The class ECM Sketch implements the application support and the storage 
interface and is used by the class ECMSektchFilter, which is responsible for handling 
updates in the local filter hierarchy (method “update”) and for communicating the 
coordinator. In this simple example, the filter sends local sketches periodically to the 
coordinator (method “periodicUpdate”) while the coordinator can configure the time 
interval between sending the local sketches (method “configureFilter”).  
 

Class ECMSketchGlobal implements StreamListener(){  //global sketch on 
coordinator 

 

void ECMSketchGlobal(args){ 

SketchStorage storage = new SketchStorage(args);//configure sketch 

} 

void update (Event localSketch){ 

storage.update(GSKETCH, localSketch); //execute global ECM-sketchalgorithm 
for adding a local sketch 

} 

Event retrieveData(StorageKey key){ 

if(key == GSKETCH)  

   return this.storage; 

else 

   throw new RuntimeException(“unknown storage key”); 

} 

} 

 
Figure 8: Global ECM Sketch as Filter on Coordinator 
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Finally, Figures 8 and 9 shows the pseudo-code of embedding the ECM sketch algorithm 
to be executed on the coordinator site as a Filter in the LIFT architecture. 
 
//args contain parameters ECM sketches 

Class Coordinator implements CoordinatorAPI,Streamprovider; 

 

 

main(String[] args){ 

Coordinator coordinator = init(); //initialize empty sensor list and 
communication layer waiting for “register sensor” 

//create Filters 

ECMSketchGlobal ecmSketch = new ECMSketchGlobal(args); 

//construct filter hierarchy 

coordinator.register(ecmSktech); 

coordinator.run();  //infinite loop 

 

//use coordinator.configureSensor(timeintervall) for setting the update 

interval of the registered sensors 

 

} 

 
Figure 9: Main Program on Coordinator 
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